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Rallies Around the County, Hopes and Anticipation Among Local Immigrants

HUNDREDS OF IMMIGRATION SUPPORTERS GATHERED IN SALINAS ON MARCH 24 IN AN EFFORT TO PUSH FORWARD
WITH IMMIGRATION REFORM

Maritza Bautista, Staff Reporter
MABAUSITA@CSUMB.EDU

A bipartisan group of eight
senators is coming to an agreement
on a comprehensive proposal to
overhaul the country's immigration
system. Although the bill they
are drafting will take time to be
approved by congress, and even
more time to be implemented, the
agreement on the controversial
proposal raises hopes among
undocumented immigrants and
their families.
Thousands of people gathered

in Washington D.C. on and other
cities on Wednesday sending a
message to lawmakers to support
a bill on immigration reform.
The Washington Post reports
that "in addition to a path to
citizenship, the bill is expected to
offer new visa programs for lowskilled and highly skilled workers
and farmworkers, increased border
control and workplace security
measures, and the elimination of
some categories of family visas."
In
Salinas,
hundreds
of
participants gathered on Cesar
Chavez Day, April 1 to pressure
immigration reform. "They want
presidency; we want residency"
was one of the chants of the rally.

The United Farm Workers along
with the Teamsters Union Local
890. Organized a three mile march
that started in Cesar E. Chavez Park
at 268 N. Madeira Avenue.
Immigration reform has been an
on-going debate between control
and freedom. Participants in this
year's march in Salinas hope their
efforts will pressure lawmakers
to resolve the legal residential
status of an estimated IT million
undocumented
immigrants
currently living in the United
States.
Ben Franklin, a Social Services
Eligibility Supervisor for the County
of Monterey, is an SEIU 521 member
leader and Chapter President of

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
MARITZA BAUTISTA

SEIU Local 521, Monterey County.
Franklin stated, "We are overdue
for real commonsense immigration
reform, one that fits our community
values and provides a way toward
citizenship for hardworking, tax
paying immigrants."
The Salinas march was followed
by a rally that included Aztec
Dancers, live music and and
political speeches. The march
also included the presence of
the Bishop of Monterey Diocese,
Richard Garcia who gave the crowd
a blessing.
The Otter Realm had a chance to
speak with a Salinas police officer
who was in charge of directing
traffic. The officer wanted me to

keep her identity anonymous
because due to a nondisclosure
agreement with media. The female
officer commented on the march,
"This is a peaceful march that the
organizers plan ahead and let the
city know about. The organizers of
the march pay us. For those of us
who are here holding the traffic
and helping maintain a peaceful
march were asked to come on our
day off."
The United Farm Workers (UFW),
Campesina Radio Network, UFW
Foundation and the Central Coast
Coalition for Immigration, and
the Unitarian Universal Church of
Monterey were responsible and
cosponsors of the march.
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4/12
4/13
MOUNTAIN BIKE MARINA EARTH
DAY CELEBRATION
RIDES
MARINA (OFF CAMPUS)

OTTER CYCLE CENTER
12:00 P.M. -4:00 P.M.

9:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M.

AS WELLNESS:

KARAOKE NIGHT ZUMBA CLASS
OTTER BAY RESTAURANT

BLACK BOX CABERET

6:00 P.M.- 8:00 P.M.

10:00A.M.- 11:00A.M.

DJPJ JAMMY
JAM 2.0

KAPPA DELTA CHI
DELTA CLASS
PRESENTATION

BLACK BOX CABERET
8:00 P.M.-12:00 A.M.

4/15

4/16

4/17

4/18
4/19
4/20
CHAPLAIN'S VISITING ARTIST: SOFTBALLVS SALINAS EARTH
DAY CELEBRATION

GET YOURSELF OUTTO LUNCH

FALL TESTED
2013
REGISTRATION

BEGINS

TRIVIA TUESDAYS
WmttTRIVIATOM
OTTER BAY RESTAURANT

6:00 P.M.- 7:00 P.M.

DINING COMMONS
11:00 A.M.- 2:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.- 8:00 P.M.

YOGA, ART, AND
MEDITATION (YAM)
PERSONAL GROWTH &

COUNSELING CENTER

WORLD THEATER
7:30 P.M.- 10:00P.M.

1:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.

NATIVIDAD CREEK PARK

10:00 A.M.-1.-00 P.M.

COMING OUT BASEBALLVS

PA EL!

MEDIA LEARNING CENTER

CSU DOMINGUEZ HILLS
BASEBALL FIELD

11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M.

"PELADA"FILM
MONTEREY PENINSULA

4/23

4/21

4/22

BASEBALL VS

MEATLESS FLAG DAY
MONDAY

11:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.

OF THE BODY

SOFTBALL FIELD

MENDING SCREENING Q&A
VIDEOGAME CAMPUS
BAND
NIGHT
MONOLOGUES
NIGHT
5310 P.M.- 7310P.M.

BASEBALL FIELD

A HISTORY

CSU DOMINGUEZ HILLS

4:10 P.M.- 5:50P.M.

OTTER BAY RESTAURANT

CAL POLY POMONA

ALICE WU
UC FIREPLACE ROOM

CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER
12:00 P.M. -2:00 P.M.

BLACK BOX CABERET
9:00 P.M.- 12:00 A.M.

MAIN QUAD

11:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

OTTER BAY RESTAURANT

BLACK BOX CABERET

9:00 P.M.-12.-00 A.M.

FOUNDATION AUDITORIUM

BBC 4/19-4/21
7:30 P.M.- 103» P.M.

7:00 P.M.- 10:00 P.M.

4/24

CESAR CHAVEZ
BLOOD DRIVE
STUDENT CENTER
43» AJA. -4:00P.M.

4.-00 P.M. - 8.-00 P.M.

EVERYONE'S AS MOVIE NIGHT:

DANCE TEAM HARVEST STAND

OPEN PRACTICE

SOUTHEAST SIDE OF LIBRARY

MOUNTAIN HALL SUITE F

123WP.M.- 33BP.M.

6:00 P.M.- 8:00 P.M.

M0VIE43
BLACK BOX CABERET
8:00 P.M.- 9:30 P.M.

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

GOT AN EVENT? LET US KNOW! OHER REALM@CSUMB.EDU
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EDITOR'S COLLUMN

Stepping

Stones

Started from the Bottom, Now We're Here

Katie Shoneff, Editor-in-Chief

KSHONEFF@CSUMB.EDU
Is anyone else as tired as I am? As
the last couple of months of the
spring semester approach, I cannot
help but think "How is it April
already?" But the days keep coming
and this marks our tenth issue as an
editorial team.
As a student of Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) for almost
four years now, I look back at the
decisions I made as a student,
employee, and editor and their
consequences on my future as a
college graduate.
One of the greatest outlets
offered while attending most
secondary education institutions,
like CSUMB is how much room we
have to create cause and effect
around issues of interest. On top of
that, we have the right and privilege
to make a lasting impact, whether
that is through focusgroups and
clubs or student government. We
belong to an institution that acts
and assists as a stepping-stone to
our future.
This issue includes stories
concerning both social and political
happenings.
From
same-sex
marriage to gun laws; Associated
Student (AS) government elections
to immigration laws, we are
creating necessary conversation
around these issues. Students are
taking daily initiatives to bring
important issues such as these to
light and the Otter Realm is taking
notes.
The highlighted story for our
tenth issue presents the Associated
Student
Government election
winners.

Since the initial swear-in of the
2012-2013 AS government officials,
members have not only created
a difference on campus, but have
begun paving the way for future
students, as well as themselves.
This year, the student body
will elect sixteen new members
to the AS governing board with
two remaining Senator positions.
These political hopefuls will fill
positions ranging from head of
environmental
committees
to
communication
coordinators,
collectively working as a centralized
group of doers.
Each day, these past and future
members are expected to uphold
certain duties as representatives
of the school. They, amongst other
clubs and organizations, act as a
collective voice.
Although each of us may not
be in an "official" position where
expectations are high, I believe you
should expect the most of yourself
from start to finish. Freshman
year to senior year, every choice
or action guides you to another
choice or action.
Looking back now, I would have
liked to make a bigger impact. I was
lucky enough to be the voice of this
publication, but as I end my college
career, I wish I had taken the
initiative to, well, be somebody.The
point I am trying to make is these
future and past AS government
officials, professors, and lecturers
were not born with titles. They
created a way to get to these
positions and are still learning and
re-learning their professions as
students and teachers. Issues like
proposition 8, DOMA, gun laws,
and immigration follow the same
concept.
Each day is an experience and
we all have the opportunity to
create something of ourselves or
of our cause(s). Due diligence is
a term used in business law, but I
like to change up the first word a
bit: do diligence. I advise all from
freshman to faculty, be steadfast
and resilient in all positive actions
and choices. Do diligence.
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EARTH DAY CALENDAR
4/19 5:30PM

4/21 1 -3PM

CASA VERDE

BEACH CLEAN UP!

4/20 2PM

BONFIRE

STUDENT CENTER

7:30PM-9PM

4/22 11-2PM
MAIN QUAD

WHALE

WATCHING

SUSTAIN- 4/23 11-2PM
MAIN QUAD
APALOOZA FARMERS
4/25 7:30PM
STUDENT CENTER

MARKET

SUSTAIN

7-9PM
STUDENT CENTER

THE STARS

OCEANS

UNDER

EAST CAMPUS

CLEAN UP
2PM
STUDENT CENTER

PEACETREE
CEREMONY
7-8PM
STUDENT CENTER

KEYNOTE
SPEAKER:

DAN FERNANDEZ

MOVIE:

NIGHT HIKE

4/26
9PM-12AM
BBC

REGGAE CONCERT
THROUGH THE ROOTS, CORNERSTONE, JELLO BEN OWNS THE NIGHT

Full Schedule:
5:00 pm
5:30 pm
6:00 pm
6:40 pm
7:00 pm
7:40 pm
8:00 pm
8:45 pm
9:00 pm
9:45 pm
10:45 pm
11:45 pm
Midnight

Tech staff arrive, begin set-up
Through the Roots arrive/load-in
Through the Roots soundcheck
TBD arrive/load-in
TBD soundcheck
Jello Ben Owns the Night arrive/load-in
Jello Ben Owns the Night soundcheck
Doors
Jello Ben Owns the Night (30 min)
TBD (45 min)
Through the Roots
Concert Concludes
Load-out
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Prop. 8/DOMA Reevaluated in
Supreme Court

CSUMB Out and About Blub Discusses

their Struggles and Progression in the
"Alphabet Soup" Community

MEMBERS OF THE OUT AND ABOUT CLUB POSE FOR GROUP
PHOTO
Ethan Federman, Staff Reporter

Shannon Berger, Staff Reporter
Katie Shoneff, Editor-in-Chief

For the first time in the history of
the United States Supreme Court,
the issue of same sex marriage
was presented before and debated
upon between the nine supreme
court justices in two separate cases.
Kristin Perry and Sandy Stier,
legally married in the state of
California, argued against the
court that they were "regulated to

second-class status by passage of
Proposition 8," according to court
transcripts released by NPR.
Proposition 8 was struck down
in California by federal court, as a
violation of the state constitution.
The Supreme Court is suspected to
choose to either uphold the law in
limits to the state of California only,
or find the same-sex marriage ban
to be completely unconstitutional
nationwide, or they could throw
out the issue completely.
The
second
case
being
constitutionally challenged before

state and federal law, and which joining the Out and About club.
would govern the other if he ruled Smith stated, "I am bisexual. When I
in favor of same-sex marriage. was young, I didn't understand that
Justice Sonia Sotomayor pushed there were certain people I had
her concern that there needs to be to like. Out and About helped me
more studying done on the cause break those stereotypes."
and effect of same-sex marriage
Smith also shared her struggles
stating, "If the issue is whether with first confronting her sexual
to let the states experiment and orientation personally. "I didn't
letting the society have more time tell my parents that I was the Vice
to figure out its direction, why is President of the Out and About
taking the case now an answer?"
Club at my high school; I told them
In an article published by the I was part of the math club." She
Huffington Post, titled "Is the laughed, "[When I told them] their
Supreme Court Going to Settle reaction was great. They said 'That
for 'States' Rights' on Same-Sex explains the Algebra II grade!"
Marriage," public support for gay
Although
Smith's
parents
marriage has hit an all time high. reaction may have been favorable,
According to the Washington ruling from the Supreme Court on
Post/ABC News poll conducted California's Marriage Act and DOMA
early April, found that 58 percent may or may not follow down the
of Americans believe it should be same accepting path.
When asked if she could change
PHOTO PROVIDED BY legal for gays and lesbians to be
ETHAN FEDERMAN married, while 36 percent said it one thing about today's world,
should be illegal.
including the LGBTQ society, Smith
A new study by the Williams stated, "I would want to get rid of
the Supreme Court involves the
1996 Federal Defense of Marriage Institute of the UCLA School of Law all the blame. 'I hate you because
Act
(DOMA).
DOMA defines shows that more than 9 million of this or that.'Those things need to
marriage as a strictly a union American adults (four percent be stopped."
Another Out and About Club
between man and woman and of the United States' population)
requires the federal government identifies as gay, lesbian, bisexual, member Christine Moreno, VPA,
senior, urged, "We need to act now.
to deny benefits to gay and lesbian or transgender.
The Cal State Monterey Bay We should live in a country where
couples married in states that allow
same-sex unions. If DOMA is struck (CSUMB) Out and About Club there is freedom and justice for all.
down, it would allow all states to adds to just a small fraction of Period ... it should be this way but
decide for itself whether to legalize that overall percentage, but their we as a nation aren't there yet. I
biggest revelations were revealed don't know why we aren't taking
same-sex marriage.
in examples from other countries
According to court transcripts, to the Otter Realm class.
Out and About member Jasmine where gay marriage is allowed and
Justice Anthony Kennedy main
concern is a conflict between Smith explained her reasons for supported."

A HISTORY OF THE BODY
THURS. APRIL 18,2013
7:00 - 9:00 PM
WORLD THEATER

THE USE OF
SKIN WHITENING
PRODUCTS BY
WOMEN TO
UGHTEN THEIR
APPEARANCE
HAS GROWN
EXPONENTIALLY
WORLDWIDE.

WHY ARE WE
SO AFRAID OF
THE DARK?

A HISTORY
OF THE BODY
a IM»-»» I
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A F RP
ANIMAL FRIENDS
RESCUE PROJECT

and

Blessings Boutique

invite you to a

One Night Stand

a

silent

designed

stands

auction

of

artist

and decorated night

all proceeds benefit AFRP

Saturday April 20 2013
Preview 10 - POO
Silent auction 1:00 to 3:00
Hosted by Blessings Boutique
620 Lighthouse at the corner of 17th
Downtown Pacific Grove
(831) 641-0813
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Where do you see yourself?
CSUMB Students Around the World!
Summer Program
Available !

•Argentina »Ireland »Japan
•Germany »South Africa
Fees vary. All CSUMB Students Qualify
or more information: international@csumb.edu

Watch Otter Realm LIVE on Otter Media online at tat.csumb.edu/ottermedia or via CSUMB TV Ch.71

OTTERREALM.NET

ADS
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Tech Rent
High Tech ® Low Rent
MONDAY-THURSDAY 9-4pm

PHONE: (831)582-5107
E-MAIL: Otter.TechRent@gmail.com
WEBSITE: csumb.edu/techrent

DON'T
FORGET
FALL
2013 April 15
REGISTRATION

BEGINS

Now Located at the IT Help Desk
in the Tanimura & Antle Library

NEWS
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Does Sodai Justice Fit in the

Corporate World?
Annual Social Justice Colloquium Discusses the Social Responsibility of Corporations
Cierra Bailey, Staf Reporter
CBAILEY@CSUMB.EDU

For 17 years organizers of the Social
Justice Colloquium have explored
a wide range of social issues
including healthcare and worker's
rights.This year's event pondered a
complicated question: Is it possible
to conciliate social justice with the
goals of the corporate world?
Worked in conjunction with the
Business Ethics Panel (BEP) --and
a day after,
on
March
28th,
the
Colloquium
was a packed
event.
Organizers
from
the
Social
and
Behavior Sciences (SBS) program
invited
eight
panelists who
brought insights around the theme
"Corporate Social Responsibility?
Workers, Owners, and Consumers
in the Global Economy"
A central case study of the BEP
was large corporations, specifically
Apple and Exxon. They are among
the biggest corporations in the
world, and people perceived
them differently. According to SBS
lecturer Charles Fuller, Apple holds
a more favorable image compared

to Exxon. The ethics panel went
over what strategies are used by
each company to help or hinder
their impression on consumers.
Next day, the Social Justice
Colloquium focused more on small
to medium enterprises (SMEs) and
the origin of the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) movement. It
started in 1996 when Kathie Lee
Gifford's clothing line was under
scrutiny
for
using
Honduran
sweatshops
to produce
garments.
The
public
concern and
heavy media
coverage led to the code of conduct
that corporations are currently
expected to follow. However, many
corporations are getting away with
not fully following the code of
conduct. The lack of public outcry
is why some of their unethical and
unsustainable practices have gone
under the radar.
Each panelist addressed a
different focus that fell under the
umbrella of social responsibility
of corporations. Angie Ngoc Tran,
who teaches in the SBS department

Environmental and
social responsibility are
not meant to exist in
corporations based on
how they are structured

spoke about her co-authored book A.Y. Garcia from the University
Student workers had also a place
Corporate Social Responsibility Corporation who spoke about in the panel. The final speaker,
and Competitiveness for SME's what its role is at CSUMB and Erica Rodriguez, HCOM Senior,
in Developing Countries: South how it operates. Shelby Rogers, a who represented Students for
African and Vietnam. Besides student who works with Everyone's Quality Education (SQE) spoke
recounting the history of the Harvest, spoke briefly about food about students' rights as workers.
CSR movement, she provided justice, farmer market and thè She addressed issues such as
suggestions for what consumers connections between food, politics
having health benefits for part
social justice.
can do to keep corporations in
dime student employees who don't
check, such as raising awareness, -Small businesss may be mòre have the ability to be included
voicing
injustices,
boycotrag, prone to baBocial responsible, on . their
parents' insurance.
and joining Non-governm«rta( as Daniel EmeBon, CEO of (eight She I so mentioned supplying
and Motion Industries, said He parishg permits for employees at
Organizations (NGO's).
I
Another case study referred to explained how small businesses establishments that require them,
the unsustainable fish-farmitQ— have a direct «benefit to the such as on CSUMB's campus, rather
methods used by companies that consumers and the community than expecting them to purchase
supply seafood for restaurants and they serve, and called for people their own. According to Rodriguez,
grocery stores. Sheila Bowman, "Environmental and social
these types of perks would be
manager of culinary and strategic
beneficial to students who need to
initiatives for the Monterey Bay responsibility are not meant to work to help fund their education.
Aquarium Seafood Watch Program, exist in corporations based on how
The organizers designed the
spoke about how as the global
panel activity in a way that for each
seafood consumption increases Corporations' main objective is to ethical and social justice issues
globally, the practices to supply make money for their shareholders, presented, the participants offered
the higher demands become not to be socially responsible.
suggestions for how any individual
extremely detrimental to the ocean
Mark Weller from UNITE HERE could help incite change. The Social
environment. Bowman suggested Local 483 spoke briefly about the Justice Colloquium conveyed that
that consumers choose their importance of unions. They play corporate social
responsibility
seafood with care, be skeptical of a large role in how businesses affects all members of society
companies denying bad practices, treat their employees, and this in different capacities and the
buy local and seasonal fish, and is an important piece for social panelists agreed that awareness
choose Seafood Watch restaurant responsibility because workers are is the first step to solving the
partners for dining out.
also consumers and consumers problems.
Other oanelists included Maria keep business going.

End-of-semester extended hours at the Tanimura & Antle library
will be in effect from Monday, April 29, through Friday, May 17.
During the three-week period, the library will be open daily including Saturdays and Sundays - from 8 a.m. to 4 a.m. On the
final day of the semester, May 17, the library will close at 5 p.m.

This extended schedule allows students additional access
to quiet work space and computer resources earlier in the
semester.

NEWS
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Forum Talks Big Business Success
Business Ethics Forum Focuses on Consumer Technology

Martiza Bautista, Staff Reporter
MABAUTISTAivCSUMB.EDU

"It isn't easy being big," read the
motto of the annual business ethics
forum that took place on March
27. The forum was hosted by the
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
school of Business and Information
Technology and Communication
Design.

The event featured guest
speakers
including
Rich
Jaroslobsky, who was the keynote
speaker. Jaroslobsky is a columnist
that has focused on consumer
technology and digital media. The
forum continued with the presence
of Fane Opperman, who is a
managing director. Other speakers
included Angie Ngoc Tran, a
professor of Political Economy at
CSUMB and lastly, but certainly

not least, Jeff Froshman
a Distinguised Lecturer
at CSUMB, who acted as
forum moderator.
This forum is not new
to the campus, as it is
the eleventh time it has
been held by the CSUMB
School of Business. Their
theme was to spread
the word on the forum's
previously stated motto,
"It isn't easy being big,"
which focused on market
capitalization of Apple
and
the
company's
overall success.The forum
also discussed how Apple
is at the top place on the
market capitilization; its
contender is Exxon.
Each guest speaker brought in
different perspectives to the forum.
Keynote
speaker
Jaroslobsky
spoke about how Apple is not a
new company, pointing out the
long history behind it. He made
an interesting note on the iPod
and how this was not the product
that launched the company,
although many may assume it was.
Jaroslobsky explained how iTunes
catapulted Apple into market

capitilization in 2003, as a major explaining if it were available,
internet music download hub; more injustices or inequalities can
even better, it was legal.
be exposed. Professor Angie Ngoc
To show the success of the Tran, promoted several things,
company, Jaroslobsky focused including raising consciousness
on how stocks initially sold for and creating action, whether it is
about $13. Currently stocks sell for through boycotting, protests, or
about $460 per share, according to exits.
Jaroslobsky.
The
third
speaker
Fane
But one might say why talk about Opperman,
provided
inside
Apple? Well, why not? Why is it knowledge of financial strategies.
that we are harsh on oil companies He focused on the "Three
and easy on Apple? With every Legged Stool." The three legged
advancement, there are sure to be stool represents the profit, the
many rippling effects to follow.
sustainability, and the people
According to the forum, Apple who represent the stake holders.
is worth $170 billion dollars. That Opperman said, "Ultimately all
is more than the gross domestic people want a better planet, but
product of the country of Ukraine. profit is a part of it. To build profit
It is hard not to like Apple. you need positive appeal."
According to Jaroslobsky, "Apple
Overall, the event was recepted
is fun. The nature of the products well by speakers and attendees.
is fun. They provide productivity, The School of Business plans to
entertainment and are constantly hold their fifth annual showcase
changing." While its competition on April 28, 2013. The showcase
(Exxon) provides oil,"It's a necessity, will celebrate soon-to-be business
not a commodity; and that is graduates and their achievements
why we judge Exxon more harsh," as students at CSUMB.
explained Jaroslobsky.
The forum also talked about how
transparency should be utilized
more frequently. All speakers
agreed to more transparency,

In PURSUIT of the Youth

An Inspiring Afternoon at the University Center
Greg Will, Staff Reporter
GWILL@CSUMB.EDU

On April 5, high school students
from all over the central coast came
together at the Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) University Center
ballroom to learn more about their
strengths and goals, as well as how
they can make difference in their
local communities and the world.
The PURSUIT Youth Expo is a
project of Community of Caring
Monterey
Peninsula
(CCMP),
an
organization focused
on
empowering the youth of the
community.
Groups of four to six high school
students gathered around a table
with others who they did not know.
Among each of these groups was a
volunteer CSUMB student eager
to guide their group members
through the event and help them
discover what they truly wanted in
life. Chris Ngo, Freshman, was one

of the guides. "Out of everything
these kids learn today I want them
to appreciate diversity. Also they
should realize that everyone's life
has a different purpose, but overall
we should have similar goals," Ngo
stated.
As the groups settled in, the
workshop
began.
Chad
Freeman,
the
event
coordinator,
ran the seminar
alongside
service
opportunities
coordinator Steven Goings and
CSUMB career advisors Rhonda
Espinoza and Thomas Rogers. The
workshop focused on finding each
students individual pursuit and
to help them understand that, as
Chad Freeman said, "One person
can make a difference."
Everyone in attendance was

given a PURSUIT Youth Expo
Student Workbook. The book is
full of questionnaires and tips
featuring topics such as: clarifying
your vision, putting your best foot
forward and you and your purpose.
"Were going to identify your
skills," stated Thomas Rogers to
the packed UC
Ballroom, "Were
going to help
you find your
passion before
you get into
your career."
One of the
first
agenda
items was identifying the students'
specific talents. The "My Skills
Include” section of the workbook
was designed to categorize the
participants' aptitude in seven
different sets of skills. After doing
so, those in attendance were
asked to volunteer and voice their
strengths to the ballroom. At first

Part of getting what
you want in the world
is telling the world
what you want

TWO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS PARTICIPATE
IN BUILDING ACTIVITY

the students were shy, but after
hearing from a few of the guides
and coordinators some of the
students were inspired to do follow
their lead.
"Part of getting what you want in
the world is telling the world what
you want," stated Steven Goings
when he took the stage. At this
point each student was given a
piece of paper with "I am in pursuit
of..." at the top along with crayons.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
GREG WILL

Following Steven Goings' advice
the students decorated and told
the world what their passion was.
By the end of the event the pursuit
papers lined the wall on a giant
mural in the UC Ballroom.
After all is said and done I
hope each and every one of
these students understand their
individual pursuit," said Associated
Students President Duane Lindsay,
" and also what service truly means."
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MOOCs Now and Beyond

Reaction to
Online Course

Founder of Udacity Explains the Origins ofMOOCs and their Future

SEBASTIAN THURN. HOLLY OCHOA
AND CÎI1MR PRFÏ FDHARDO DCHdA

Lynell Morgan, Staff Reporter
LMORGAN0CSUMB.EDU

Massive Open Online Courses,
MOOCs, started becoming popular
once Sebastian Thurn Professor
of Computer Science and director
of the
Artificial
Intelligence
Laboratory at Stanford University
created Udacity.com. Thurn, who
spoke at the President Speaker
Series on March 27, explained
what MOOCs are and how they are
changing education globally.
This idea of an online class
started when Thurn went to
see Salman Khan's Technology,

Entertainment, and
Design (TED) talk.
Khan had created
educational videos
for his cousins to
help them with
their
education
and placed theta
on YouTube. What
Khan did not expect
was for the videos
to become a big
hit with other YouTube users. From
that moment, Khan decided to
make more educational videos
and created Khan Academy. This
is what prompted Thurn, with his
colleague Peter Norvig, to create
educational videos, which led them
to Udacity.com.
They made a bet with each
other about how many students
they would get. Norvig said 2
to 3 thousand while Thurn was
positive that they would get 10
thousand. "Peter looked at me and
said 'Sebastian, dream on,"' Thurn

recalled. They uploaded the class
on Friday and by Monday they had
14 thousand students. From this
first class, other professors became
inspired to create some of their
own online classes.
"I was never inspired by the way
online classes are built" said Thurn
at the President's Speaker Series.
"What we do in the classroom is
very different from what we can
do online. In a classroom, you are
forced to go at a fixed speed with
students. If I teach at a stadium
filled with students, ... then best I
can do is just shout out my lecture.
I never felt it was the right way to
learn." So instead of lecturing, they
created exercises for the students
to follow. The teaching experience
had now changed from a passive
student writing down notes to
getting the student to be involved
in their own learning experience
through questions and exercises.
According to Thurn, Udacity
is at Stanford level. The biggest

From an Otter to a Hoosier

differences
between
Stanford
and Udacity are that all classes
are online and it's free. This is
very beneficial to the 1.2 million
students all over the world that
have applied. Some of Thum's
students range from a single
mom raising two young children
and working 40 hours a week, to
a soldier out on the battlefield in
Afghanistan dodging bombs while
turning in homework when he was
able to find reception.
I MOOCs have become very
beneficial for students who are
looking to learn at their own pace.
When asked after his presentation
about where he saw MOOCs being
10 years from now, Thrun said that
they will be transformed, we could
start seeing bits and pieces of them
in our classrooms, and people will
be able to start creating their own
MOOCs.

Three new bills introduced to the
Californian legislation in March will
require public universities to grant
credit for online courses taken by
students, even if the courses are
provided by private vendors or
colleges different from their own.
The goal of these bills is to
expand the courses available to
students and avoid the so-called
"bottleneck"
or
overcrowded
courses that may delay graduation.
In spite of the well-intentioned
goals,
some
faculty
and
administrators are cautious about
the initiative.
"Simply
increasing
online
Dr. Cruz-Uribe also spoke offerings (on the questionable
of looking forward to the new assumption that it is cheaper) or
experience of the online programs handing off education to private
offered at Indiana University. She vendors will not serve California
credited the success in improving well in the long run," the California
student completion at CSUMB Faculty Association (CFA) said in a
in part to improving academic message to its members.
advising, making the pathways
LA Times reports that "The
clearer and implementing degree bill does not specify fees for the
courses, but Steinberg [one of the
auditing.
She also cited factors such proponents of the bill] said the
as increasing and improving costs should be comparable to or
communication with students less than current ones."
CFA is concerned about the trend
and encouraging participation in
campus life, such as student clubs toward uniformity of the curriculum
and organizations and school pushed by the commercial sector,
activities, as well as the upgrading and the risk of neglecting students'
particular learning needs in the
of physical spaces.
Dr. Cruz-Uribe also responded classroom experience. "In a post
that these successful techniques Prop 30 world, the focus should be
are what she has learned from her on restoring funding to the CSU
time at CSUMB that she hopes to and focusing on the core mission
carry with her and put in to use at of education, not turning it into an
experiment with student success
Indiana University.
In the announcement on the hanging in the balance."
The CSU chancellor, Timothy
momentous change via The CSUMB
website. Dr. Cruz-Uribe has said P. White, expressed support for
that, "As I move to a new chapter the new bills. "Demand exceeds
of my life as Chancellor of Indiana capacity on every one of our
University East, I am deeply grateful campuses (...) This is really about
for my time at CSU Monterey Bay," increasing our capacity with the
and that, "I have appreciated the existing resources," he said to the
support and wexcellent work of my NYT. However, he was also cautious:
staff and colleagues, and will watch "We need innovation, but we also
the continued progress of CSUMB need quality, and the devil's in the
details."
with great interest and affection."

Provost Accepts Position at Indiana U
Cassandra Lim, Staff Reporter
CLIM@CSUM8.EDU

Our Provost and Vice President
of Academic Affairs here at Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB), Dr.
Kathryn Cruz-Uribe, has accepted
the position as the new chancellor
at Indiana University East and will
begin in this position this summeY,
on the first of July.
Dr. Cruz-Uribe began her tenure
at CSUMB in 2007 and during her
leadership, has seen the school
through key significant changes
and improvements. Among her
accomplishments
that
have
contributed to the success of our
University, Dr. Cruz-Uribe can
include having had developed and
implemented a ten-year strategic
plan, which also includes a fiveyear academic plan. Eight new
academic programs were formed
under her leadership. She also saw
our school through the process of
reaffirmation of its accreditation by
the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges.
The Provost of the University,
as it's second-in-command, is also
charged with overseeing all aspects
of academic operations, as well as
our four academic programs, the
library, information technology,
sponsored programs, international
programs
and
institutional

research.
Dr. Cruz-Uribe has also been
recognized for having
been
influential in the improved student
retention and graduation rates
since her having started at CSUMB,
one of the factors, it would seem,
in her having been chosen for the
position of chancellor at IU East.
President of Indiana University
East Michael A. McRobbie, is
quoted on the IU East website as
having said, "Kathy has been highly
successful in working with her
colleagues to develop and retain
quality student enrollments, while
working with fellow administrators
and faculty to accommodate such
growth."
IU East has an enrollment of over
4,100 students and serves the areas
of eastern Indiana and western
Ohio. In her new role as chancellor,
Dr. Cruz-Uribe will be responsible
for the operation of the campus
and report to the IU president for
university regional affairs, planning
and policy.
Dr. Cruz-Uribe is an archeologist
with a doctorate in anthropology
from the University of Chicago and
in her profile on the CSUMB website
has characterized CSUMB's unique
perspective and multiculturalism
by
saying,
"I'm
particularly
intrigued by the nontraditional,

cross-disciplinary majors, as well as
the emphasis on student learning
through internships and field study
as well as coursework."
These may also be insights
gained while at CSUMB that could
benefit future endeavors, as in
a release on the IU East website
IU executive vice president for
university regional affairs, John
Applegate has said, "Kathy's
strategic planning experience,
proven leadership abilities and
commitment
to
community
engagement will be invaluable
as our East campus continues its
momentum as a leader in fulfilling
its educational mission to the
community
and
contributing
to
economic
and
cultural
development in the region."
When asked what she will
miss the most about CSUMB, Dr.
Cruz-Uribe responded that it is
the people, the faculty, staff, and
the students, that have been
the highlight of her time here.
However the future and this move
hold new opportunity as Dr. CruzUribe responded to the question of
what she is most looking forward
to at Indiana University by saying
that she welcomes the challenge
of improving graduation and
retention rates as she had done
here at CSUMB.
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And the WINNERS Are...
CSUMB Students Elected Their Next Associated Students Cabinet

President

Brett Roberts

Cheif Legislative
Officer

Chief Financial
Officer

Wendy Holman

Josh Tubridy

Cheif Communications

Cheif Programming
Officer

Colleen Courtney

Jose Villalba

Vice President

Ian Olden

—1
Designed By: Adam Napoletano
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SMART
Senator

CUSP
Senator

Ayanna Blount

Yakira Granados

RJ Basram

Cultural Enrichment
Senator

Environmental
Senator

Andrea Perez

Tyler Belko

Amber Garcia

Technology
Senator

Athletics
Senator

Senators
at Large

KAHSS
Senator

Residential tifs!
Senator
1

Rachel
Brindley

Doug Alexander

Emma Richardson

Associated Students still has two vacant po^^^^H^MHM^^Mhwice Senator). If you
are interested in becoming an officer for AS,
more information.

Austin
Slaydav
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Technology in Our Brain?
The Internet could be available to access in our brain
Lynell Morgan, Staff Reporter
LMORGAN@CSUMB.EDU

Imagine being able to access the
internet without turning on your
computer. But is it worth it? I do not
believe so.
- John Singer, an Alumni of Cal
State Monterey Bay, also believes,
"it's not a good idea. The human
mind is not something that needs a
microchip in it," stated Singer.
Jasmine Smith, SBS, junior,
elaborated a bit more. "Putting
technology into our minds means
that we are no longer simply relying
on our own abilities. Moreover, we
may even become dependent on
their functions." Moore does back
up her statement by further saying,
"If their purpose was to seek out

and destroy tumors or help with
the electrical wiring of the brain,
such as helping with processing
and emotional stimuli, I think it
would be pretty cool, I don't think
if the technology is alive and
functioning on its own would be
good. It could go haywire and the
ramifications might just be worse
than the perks."
I would have to agree with her.
Having technology inserted into
one's brain to access the internet
does not seem like a viable reason
to have technology there in the
first place. However, Roy Kurzweil
believes that it is inevitable. In fact,
he was the one who suggested it.
In his movie Transcendent Man,
Kurzweil talks about how he wants
to live forever, bring back his dad,

and where he sees technology
going about ten to fourty years
down the road. "Our computers are
not going to be these rectangular
things that we put in our pockets,"
says Kurzweil in the movie. "They're
going to be inside our bodies
and brains and we are going to
be a hybrid; a biological and nonbiological intelligence." But if these
technologies are inside our bodies,
if our bodies become computers,
does that mean that we could be
vulnerable to viruses? How often
would we have to upgrade our
technology?
However, it does not seem like
technology being put into our
bodies, for things such as the
Internet, is the only thing that will
be possible according to Dmitry

Itskov, a Russian internet mogul. As
described in a kurzweilai.net article,
Itskov is looking for people to back
him in the world's first immortality
research center. Itskov has also set
out a road map that will get people
to transfer from human bodies to
robotic avatars. He believes that by
the year 2045, we should be able to
make this transfer. Itskov also "sees
the 2045 Initiative as an engine
for technological and economic
development, one that will drive
discovery in neuroscience, robotics,
artificial intelligence, and even

spirituality."
This want for immortality could
potentially backfire for some
people. One quote that I find to
be enlightening is "immortality is
a curse," which is said by Winters
in Warner Brother's 2007 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle movie. It is a
curse because the longer you live,
the more bad you will see in the
world. If you are interested in the
ever growing technology, you can
visit www.kurzweilai.net.

CSUMB Student Takes Global Leaders Program
TRiO Students Land Prestigious Summer Study in Spain
demonstrated leadership ability
and potential.
Though the application process
was lengthy, Jesus Garcia-Valdez
is honored to be chosen as a
participant, which will allow him
to attend a rigorous one month
study of the Spanish language and
culture at Pontifical University in
Salamanca, Spain in June.
At CSUMB, Garcia-Valdez is a
business major with a Spanish
minor and has maintained a 4.0
grade
point
average while
also
being
involved
in
Campers Club,
SSS, and is a
student advisor
for Educational
Talent Search.
Garcia-Valdez
was
accepted
to all 8 universities he applied to
and chose to study at CSUMB to be
close to his community.
This TRiO student is beating the
odds. He is from the agricultural
community of Gonzales, where he
has lived since immigrating to the
U.S. from Jalisco, Mexico at the age
of 10. He was an ELD student and
worked hard to learn to speak both
languages well in order to become
successful in a new culture. His

mother Juana is a homemaker
and father Alberto is a farmworker.
Garcia-Valdez is the 2nd youngest
of six siblings.
Being involved in the Gonzales
community is very important to
Garcia-Valdez. As a high school
student,
he co-founded the
Gonzales High men's volleyball
team and continues to serve as
a volunteer. He also dedicates
time to working with Groupos
Unidos de Gonzales, which focuses
on
bringing
culture to the
community.
Spending
the
summer
in
Spain
is
an
unexpected
adventure
for
Garcia-Valdez.
"I'm
nervous,
but
very
open-minded and ready for the
unexpected," he revealed to the
Otter Realm.
He hopes to enhance his Spanish
skills during the program and learn
about Spanish culture and how
Spanish culture perceives his own
culture. While in Spain, he will have
the option to live with a Spanish
family or with other international
students in a residence hall.
Garcia-Valdez feels the award is

It was really
competitive and
rigorous process
and it makes me
feel accomplished

GARCIA-VALDEZ POSES WITH MONTE REY

Samantha Gonzales, Staff Reporter
SGONZALES@CSUMB.EDU

Only
20
college
students
nationwide
are
selected
to
participate in the Keith Sherin
Global Leaders Program and Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
student and Jesus Garcia-Valdez is
the one of those students.

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
JESUS GARCIA-VALDEZ

The Keith Sherin Global Leaders
Program
is administered
by
the Council for Opportunity in
Education with Travel & Education.
Eligible students are nominated by
TRiO or McNair scholars programs.
Chosen students demonstrate
good academic and social standing
at their institution, are at least of
sophomore standing, and have

an honor, "It was really competitive
and rigorous process and it makes
me feel accomplished. All the
sacrifices I have made are paying
off."
The hardworking sophomore
is grateful and humble for his
opportunities. He would like to
serve as an inspiration to the
youth in Gonzales. Garcia-Valdez is
focused on bringing back positivity
to his community saying, "I want
the youth in my community to
learn from my experiences. It is my
responsibility to give back to my
community that helped shape the
person that I am today."
When he returns from Spain this
summer, he plans to finish his
degree and apply to a masters
program in the future. His goal
is to bring what he has learned
back to his community and
encourage other first generation
students to take advantage of
the
opportunities
available.
The Gonzales native credits his
migrant advisor, Rosie MorenoCalderon from Gonzales High
as the person who encouraged
him to get involved and pursue
higher education. Garcia-Valdez is
the first in his family to graduate
high school and is currently on
track to becoming the first college
graduate.
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Gun Laws Make Way to Congress' Desk
Greg Will, Staff Reporter
GWILL@CSUMB.EDU

A
bipartisan
compromise
concerning gun control in the
United States was reached by
the National
Parent Teacher
Association (PTA) which proposes
to impose background checks for
all gun show and Internet sales,
but does not address all private
transactions, according to a press
release from the National PTA.
Weeks ago in a press conference
the NRA's executive director Wayne
LaPierre stated, "The only way to
beat a bad guy with a gun is a good
guy with a gun." His association has
truly backed this idea. On April 2
the NRA held a press conference in
Washington DC reveling their plan
of how to increase school safety.
One of the main arguments the
representative Asa Hutchinson, a
former Republican congressman
from Arkansas, had was if there had
been armed guards present in the
recent Sandy Hook school shooting
lives would not have been lost.
However, we can look back onto

events such as the tragic murders
at Columbine and Virginia Tech and
notice that both of these schools
had armed guards present on their
campus, and still blood was shed.
Although democrats and even
most republicans are against this
idea there is a decent amount of
people who seem to be for it. One
person who spoke at the press
conference was Mark Mattioli,
parent of James Mattioli, a victim
of the Sandy Hook shootings. He
stated, "As parents we send our kids
off to school and there are certain
expectations. Obviously in Sandy
Hook those expectations were not
met," said Mattioli. He continued,
"I think politics need to be set
aside here, and I hope this doesn't
lead to name-calling...This is a
recommendation for solutions, real
solutions that will make our kids
safer. That's what we need."
Mr. Hutchinson came to the press
conference prepared. The NRA has
started a new school security task
force, of which Mr. Hutchinson is

the director. "The National School
Shield" has put together a large
225-page report which can be
found online entitled Report of
the National School Shield Task
Force. It has chapters such as
"School Climate: Minimizing Risk,"
"Unique Threats in Context of
the
Surrounding
Community,"
"Unpredictable
Threats,"
and
"Outermost Exterior and Perimeter
Security."
The report offers advice for
schools and classrooms in order
to increase security such as bullet
proof windows, high fences, and
even suggestions as detailed as
keeping windows away from doors,
this way an attacker cannot break
in a window and unlock the door
by reaching in.
At this point the NRA's plans are
far from being executed. For now,
and probably always, it will just act
as a catalyst for the ongoing debate
of gun laws.
Local police stations have taken
it upon themselves to remove guns

GIVE ME

Liberty

GIVE ME
DEATH!

GUN CONTROL PROTESTORS

from the streets.
According to local news station
KSBW, the Seaside police station
were accepting firearms in return
for monetary exchange. KSBW
reported that police officers ran
out of money to give.They brought
$25,000, enough for about 200

Its not
about
guns its
about
control!
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS

guns. The buy back ended up
collecting 310 guns in all, including
131 pistols, 187 rifles or shotguns,
and one semi-automatic assault
rifle. Officials said 252 people
were paid $100 each, while 66
other donated their guns once the
money ran out.

Badge on the Sleeve
Officers Finding Solace from Crime
Jacquelyn Garcia, Staff Reporter
IGARCIA@CSUMB.EDU

Recent events of crime resulting in
the deaths of several police officers
have put California in a state of
shock and fear. With the losses of
Santa Cruz Police Department's
Sgt. Loran "Butch" Baker and Det.
Elizabeth Butler, along with four
others killed in the line of duty
due to gunfire, and one officer and
his K9 in an automobile accident,

seven officers lost this year alone
are too many.
Why the sudden hike in crime
and violence against police
officers?
The Otter Realm spoke with
Patrol Division Officer Daniel
Campos of the Richmond Police
Department. Campos said there
are now more people with no
previous criminal background
committing crimes, such burglaries
and selling drugs, and he blames
the economy for such
desperate measures.
In
early
March,
another
Richmond
Police Officer became
a target to burglary
when the officer's two
dogs were poisoned
and his home was
broken in
he rushed
veterinary
While one dog died
and the other was
expected to recover,
intruders made off
with the officer's guns
and other items. No
suspects have been
found.

Otter Realm: With the uprising sexual relations with his 12
retaliation against police officers, year old daughter. I try to not
including breaking into the home bring work home, but I have
of an officer and poisoning their that cop state of mind every
pets, how does the department time. I mentally prepare
handle these acts? How do you set myself when in the locker
emotions aside and handle these room getting ready when
situations under proper procedure? putting on my bullet proof vest, my
Officer Daniel Campos: I set badge, my boots, my duty belt, and
my emotions aside while at work. gun. I look at myself in the mirror
I've been a police officer for over prior to'hitting'the streets. I look at
myself and
5
years,
and I have
pray I return
never taken
back to the
anything
station
at
personal.
the end of
my shift the
I've
been
called
same way I
left.
asshole,
OR: Your
bitch, punk
ass, etc. I don't get mad or upset job is to serve and protect your
because my goal is to go home at community. How do you protect
yourself and fellow officers?
the end of my shift to my family."
OR: How do you emotionally
Campos: We train constantly
prepare your family knowing that at my department whether we're
when you leave for duty, there's at shooting range or role-playing
a charice you may not come scenarios of high risk situations. We
back? How do you mentally and always want to have the advantage
emotionally prepare yourself?
of any situation. We don't want to
Campos: When friends or family be caught off guard in any type
asked how work was, my response situation.
would be 'it was ok.'l don't want
OR: Has your department
to tell them that I just finished a 5 changed procedures since the
page report of a step father having recent police killings? What's

I look at myself and pray I
return back to the station
at the end of my shift the
same way I left

OFFICER DANIEL CAMPOS POSES
FOR A PICTURE

different?
Campos: I don't think anything
has changed in our department.
Like I said, we're constantly training,
whether it's to know case laws or
hands- on defensive tactics. On my
own time, I like to keep myself in
shape by working out.
OR: How have you dealt with
these incidences?
Campos: With the recent killings
of officers, it's not easy to settle.
Even if we never met the officers,
we are all brothers and sisters in
blue. We always look out for each
other at work. I work nights during
the weekends so the risk is a little
higher. We always have two officers
respond to a situation but if the risk
is high, more officers can respond
to the location if needed.
For information on fallen law
enforcement nationwide, visit the
Officer Down Memorial Page at
http://www.odmp.org/.
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School Through ADD/ADHD Eyes
Attending College with ADD/ADHD
Lynell Morgan, Staff Reporter
LMORGAN@CSUMB.EDU

School work scattered about
the table, multiple books with
bookmarks in them, and a student
sitting in front of a computer trying
to finish an essay that should take
an hour or two. This is the average
day of a student with Attention
Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention
Deficit
Hyperactivity
Disorder
(ADHD).
ADD and ADHD is causes
by the lack of control of certain
chemicals in the brain called
neurotransmitters, as described
by Webmd.com. However, it is
uncertain what effects the control
of these chemical levels.The Otter
Realm had the chance to interview
two students, Nick Hart and Marsha
Aguas, who shared their biggest
struggles and how they have
learned to cope with ADD/ADHD in
a college environment. "Probably
the hardest thing in class is that I

would always get distracted...and it to focus on," she stated.
was just hard because my teachers
WebMD goes on to state
would get frustrated," explained that between 30 and 70
Nick Hart, returning Monterey percent of children with ADD
Peninsula College student.
or ADHD continue to have
Marsha Aguas, Business, junior, symptoms as they reach
student at Cal State University adulthood. For Nick Hart and
Monterey Bay experiences the Marsha Aguas, this seems to
same distraction obstacle as Hart. be very true.
Going from a structured
She explained, "I'd be listening to
a teacher and then realize that, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. day like
'Oh, I'm not paying attention.' And most elementary and high
I wouldn't be trying to do this, it schools to creating your own
would just happen."Distraction is schedule can make or break
not the only symptom associated the opportunity for students with
with ADD and ADHD, though it ADD/ADHD. Aguas and Hart both
does seem to be the most common expressed their concern with no
as
stated
longer
having
by
multiple
I just get so mixed up with in that structured
medical
formation that I never really schedule and
personel and
have had to
websites know which part to focus on
test the waters
( W e b M D ,
to find which
Brainworks,
and
Kaiser classes work best with their ADD/
Permanente). Aguas explained her ADHD.
difficulty following directions:"! just
Hart found his comfort zone in
get so mixed up with information teachers that understood what
that I never really know which part he was going through. "I found

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
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the classes I always did better in
were the classes where teachers
were actually patient with me," he
explained.
When asked what they did to
work with their ADD/ADHD, Hart
has begun to set a designated
times where he sits down and
works on homework, with minimal
distractions.
"The best thing that I learned
is just breaking it into chunks,
because no matter what you're
going to get distracted at some

point," said Hart.
Aguas explained how she has
had to find a comfortable schedule
that works with her ADD/ADHD.
"What works for me is having work
on one day and school on another.
That way I can focus on one thing at
a time," she explained.
The
office
of
Student
Disability
Resources
currently
provides
disability
services
and accomodations, including
psychological disability support for
students with ADD and ADHD.

Turning Disabilities into Abilities
Alyssa Malfatti, Staff Reporter

Efforts to Provide Community Awareness of Disabled Students

AMALFATTI@CSUMB.EDU

The folks of Student Awareness
Disability Empowerment (SADE)
are looking to dispell the stigma of
being disabled through outreach
support within the Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) and local
communities.
Currently, the goals ofSADE are to
provide a workable community for
students with disabilities. In order

ANIA FLATAU PARTAKING IN A RACE.

to do this, Margaret Keith, manager
of Student Disability Resources
(SDR), has used SADE to create
everything from support groups to
networking opportunities.
According to a 2012-2013
Student and Disability Research
survey of students who visited the
office, 95 percent of respondents
indicated, "as a result of this visit,

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ALYSSA MALFATTI

I am able to better manage my
disability."
SDR
gives
students
with
disabilities the opportunity to
find support while providing a
safe haven where students know
the program will give them full
understanding.
According
to
Keith, "Students are welcome to
be themselves and not hide their
disability identity." This program
also provides the students with the
understanding they are held to the
same bar as their classmates.
SADE is just a small branch
of the ever-growing efforts for
disability awareness. All Access
Sports in San Jose, a partner of the
U.S. Paralympics Sports Program,
gives students with disabilities the
opportunity to participate in the
sports they love, but may think they
are unable to do. According to the
Paralympics mission statement the
program's goal is to, "Support U.S.
Olympic and Paralympic athletes
in achieving sustained competitive
excellence and to preserve the
Olympic ideals, thereby inspiring

all Americans."
Keith
explained
how
the
students who participate in this
sports program show some ways
in which people with visible,
physical and other disabilities can
participate in one or more sports.
This program also gives other
students the opportunity to learn
how to assist the athletes, while
giving students the chance to
learn different techniques to teach
sports and recreation.
One CSUMB student, Ania
Flatau, KIN, junior, has taken great
strides to participate in the sports
she loves. Flatau is a disabled
student who is breaking the mold
of "disabled" by abling herself to
participant in sports of her interest.
Currently Flatau participates in
All Access Sports and the Far West
Wheelchair Athletic Association.
Flatau has been competing in
these programs since she was
13 and has gone to national
and regional championships. All
of this according to her recent
achievement as the Spring 2013

featured athlete of the Paralympic
Sports Club of Silicon Valley.
Flatau has been faithful to her
work in sports. She has trained to
become a better basketball player
when traveling to and from San
Jose to partake in the practices.
Flatau not only participates in
contact sports, but involves herself
in wheelchair Zumba, as well as
Salsa and ballroom dancing classes
when time permits.
Students with disabilities have
proven no matter what their
disability, they should not be
prevented them from doing what
they put their minds to. There are
many programs that help students
with disabilities to bring awareness
and help the individuals live out
their goals.
S.A.D.E will be putting on a deaf
presentation on April 25 at 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. on Audism and Ableism in
Bldg. 98.

NEWS
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East of Eden

An Update on the East Campus Rates

SOME STOP SIGNS IN EAST CAMPUS CAN BE SEEN TAGGED WITH “STOP RES LIFE"
Henry Houston, Staff Reporter
HHOUDTON@CSUMB.EDU

The rates of Cal State Monterey
Bay's (CSUMB), rates have not
changed in quite some time.
Because of this, controversy still
remains although CSUMB has
decided to lower the costs back
to the $1,210 rate, for one year, for
students who are current residents
at East Campus.
Christine Erickson, dean of
students at CSUMB, spoke with
happiness at the March 25
Associated Students Senate (AS), as
she announced the amended rates
for East Campus.
"I am proud to announce that
East Campus has now reduced
its rates after listening to student
concern," she said.
The rate will remain the same
for students in which they will
split the $1,210 lease through two
students paying $390 each for the
shared, double room; the student
occupying the individual room will
pay $430.
But, there was a caveat to the
announcement. It only changes
the rate for current East Campus
resident.
Incoming East Campus residents,
whether already matriculated or
transfer students, will still have
to pay the $1,725 lease (in which

two students, each paying $550,
split the double room, and a third
student pays the $750 for the
smaller individual room).
The Monterey Herald, as well as
The Otter Realm, was following the
Tenant Takeover campaign against
the new rates. After the newspaper
posted
CSUMB Administrative
decision to roll back the rates for
current East Campus residents,
members of the Monterey Bay
community posted comments to
the website, expressing happiness
in the decision.
"As a parent, it does my heart
to good to see administration
leaders listen to students and try to
compromise," one comment read.
Jose Gutierrez, member of the
Tenant Takeover, does not see this
as a fair compromise, and wonders
if this is actually a result of current
students not reserving their spots
in Reservations Day.
However, Erickson said the
numbers were not at a level to
concern administration.
But one student has already lost
a lot of money due to the previous
East Campus policy announcement
claiming all to follow the new rates.

As Jewel Gentry, ISS, Senior, was
cleaning out his apartment in East
Campus, he said he had accepted
the fact that the rates were going

to go up. In the process, he looked
for another apartment and placed
a $500 deposit on an apartment
since his roommates were moving
out. However, once he caught
wind that the old rates would be
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grandfathered, he wanted to go
back to East Campus.
The whole situation has affected
his grades, he said.
"It's hard to deal with rent and
school at the same time," Gentry
said. "I mean, does this new rate
and changing it after making the
new rates sound concrete follow
our vision statement?"
It
seems
like there has
been quite a
bit of faulty
administrative
decisions
throughout
this
process
as well. Chip
Thomas, director
for
Student
Residential
Life,
has
been
unapologetic, upsetting many
students - which has not been
noticed by CSUMB administrative
officials.
During the final town hall
meeting, one student decried thenproposed rates to which Thomas.
"I just can't afford the new rates,"
the student told Thomas.
"I'm sorry that you can't afford
this," Thomas frankly replied, "but
your situation is one that would
be solved if you got another job or
more financial aid."
And Erickson has noticed the
bureaucratic process and the
student panic it has caused.
"Senior leadership was slow on
accepting which rates students
would pay," Erickson said. "Quicker
response would have alleviated
a lot of student panic. Since there
weren't any rates, we assumed it
would be partial rates."
Many students have asked

A STUDENT TAPED SOLIDARITY WITH TENANT TAKEOVER

where the $500 increase of revenue
will go. Erickson said it is not clear
as to where it will go, but there are
some ideas. One being that with
the transfer of management from
Alliance to CSUMB, the school
will need another staff member
at Residential Life to help in the
inspections of the property.
Since
the
contract
will
also
place
students
on
individual
leases, it could
be
possible,
with housing
judicial affairs,
that
some
students could
be kicked out of their living area,
which will result in less revenue for
the school. So, with the decreased
revenue, the extra $500 can allow
for offsetting the losses. This
reason is minimized as a plausible
concern, though, since Erickson
said typically every year about five
to 10 students are kicked out.
Erickson
did
say, though,
that because of the exposure
to the student perspectives,
administrative officials were able
to notice the commonplace aspect
of single parents rooming with
students who offer childcare. Under
the new policy, single parents
are prohibited from having other
roommate, which Thomas said is
a safety issue. However, Erickson
said students would be able to
file a housing policy petitions.
This would allow residents to
circumvent rules that they believe
are a burden to their lifestyle.

I mean, does this new
rate and changing it
after making trie new
rates soundconcrete
follow our vision
statement?

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
HENRY HOUSTON
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Sports Brawls Unnecessary, Controversial
The Negative Impact of Bad Sportsmanship in Professional Sports
Maritza Bautista, Staff Reporter
MABAUTISTA@CSUMB.EDU

It was the ninth inning of the World
Baseball Classic and Canada was
leading over Mexico. Mexico's
pitcher Arnold Leon threw the first
two pitches and missed. On the
third pitch, the batter, Rene Tosoni
from Canada was hit with the
ball. The hit led to a confrontation

between the batter and pitcher
and ultimately led to both teams
huddling and, well, just going at it.
It seemed the longing to win
was so strong that the athletes
could not handle losing. In the end
Mexico fell to Canada 9-4.
This is not the only case in which
athletes have shown negative
sportsmanship. In the National
Basketball
Association
(NBA)
Lebron James refused to shake
hands because he lost. In the
National Football League, (NFL) Jim
Harbaugh the coach of the 49ers
threw a tantrum on the referees
after losing the Super Bowl.
These
examples
of
bad
sportsmanship seem to be more
and more common even though
at a young age most athletes are
taught to shake the opponent's

hands, no matter what the outcome
of the game or match.
Professional
athletes
are
expected to be role models for
young kids and athletes. Athletes
are constantly being put on
a platform to be watched, so
they have to
constantly
make sure they
are upholding
these
role
model qualities.
From
Kobe
to
LeBron,
professional
hockey,
baseball,
football players, you name it, are
all making a living while dealing
with scrutiny from fans, critics, and
outsiders.
Dionna Lucas, HCOM, senior,
who played volleyball for Cal State

Monterey Bay (CSUMB) said, "There
is lots of pressure on all athletes. At
the same time you should realize
what you get into as a professional
athlete." And it is true.
Professional athletes play sports
for a living. Their job is to be in
the
spotlight
and put on a
good
show
and represent
their team in a
positive way.
CSUMB
baseball
player Devin Finn, Kinesiology,
sophomore, explained, "Our coach
preaches that we try our best, we
cheer our own guys and avoid
fights. If there is a fight there will
be consequences like suspension
or even getting thrown out of the

Professional athletes
are expected to be
role models for you ng
kids and athletes '

game."
Rachel Freeno, CHHS, senior, who
also played volleyball along with
Lucas said, "The fights are on the
court playing the sport. As a team
we defend ourselves on the court
playing the game, not fighting. As
athletes we represent a team; a
school. We should be representing,
not making our team look bad."
According to the Otter Athletics
website student-athletes are to,
"treat one another and all others
with dignity and respect."
At the end of the day, a game
is a game and it is played for fun,
healthy competition. Dignity and
respect should always be present,
win or lose. Professionals should
be aware that they have many fans
and many who look up to them and
their reputation can be harmed.

Rugby Club Provides Opportunity
CSUMB Rugby Club Continues to be a Strong Option for Students Seeking "Brotherhood"
Henry Munoz, Staff Reporter
HMUNOZ@CSUMB.EOU

While Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) offers many great clubs
for the student body, it can be said
that none are quite as unique as
the Rugby sports clubs.
Going on its third year in
existence, the men's Rugby Club
is establishing itself as a popular
club choice on campus for those
that are willing to play one of the

JEFF ODA SMASHES HIS OPPONENT

most physical sports around. The
addition of an up and coming
women's club means that everyone
on campus has the opportunity
to get out on the Rugby pitch and
play in matches against universities
all over California.
The sport can often have a
label as being brutal, but those
that actually play it have a much
different experience. "Extremely
fun," said Guy Galzerano, HCOM,
junior, when asked
what
a
typical
game was like as a
player.
Galzerano
continued,
"The
great
feeling
of
accomplishment
after putting the
opposing team in
the broken dirt."
Physicality is no
doubt a huge part
of the game of
rugby, but just like
any other sport,
it
requires
an
understanding
of
the mental aspect
of the game. This
mixture
draws
peopletotheclubfor
reasons that would
not be so obvious to
everyone. "I think I
like the challenge," is
what club President

Danny Orona TAT, senior, said when
asked why he first got involved with
the club. He explained, "As physical
and as brutal as the game can be,
it's really more mental and about
being aware of your surroundings.
You really got to be patient and
assess what's going on around you.
A quote about the game that I like
is, "a barbarian game played by
gentlemen."
Another aspect of the club that
is unique is the format of the club’s
schedule. While the fall semester
is generally seen as the "offseason"
in terms of official games, it serves
as a great way for inexperienced
players to get their feet wet in

the game. This may include a
weekly practice and an occasional
scrimmage intended to keep the
players involved.
The spring semester is when
the club plays their games, which
usually includes three preseason
games and eight regular season
games,
against
opponents
ranging from Humboldt State and
University of the Pacific, all the way
down to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
Students who are interested in
joining the club can find further
information on the clubs website
at www.csumb.edu/mensrugby or
on the club's Facebook page. The
club also has tabling signups in

the beginning of a semester, open
to "anyone that has a heart, soul,
and desire to join the brotherhood,"
Galzerano said.
Like any club, the goal and
purpose is to bring students
together over a shared interest
while
building
a
sense of
community. "Playing side by side
with your team," said Galzerano,
"We hit together, lose together,
win together, and bleed together;
all covered in each other's spit and
sweat. There is nothing else that
gets a person more pumped up
than to hold a line up against the
other team."

MEN'S RUGBY FASTLY GROWING MORE, AND MORE POPULAR AS THE TEAM PROGRESSES
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Men's Golf In Strong Position
No. 8 ranked Otters are Once Again Competing for a NCAA Championship
Alyssa Malfatti, Staff Reporter
AMALFAni@CSUMB.EOU

At times golf can be considered
an individual sport. But not for this
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
golf team. Through the leadership
of the older players this team has
come together with great fashion.
With this cohesion the team has
not finished outside of the top five
the entire year. Along with all their
other accomplishment this year's
team has been ranked fourth in the
nation.
In 2011 the team worked
their way to win the national
championship. This was a huge
success not only for the team but
for CSUMB as well. Along with a
national title came a readjustment
period. "Last year was a rebuilding
year for us, but the pieces are
starting to come together again
this year," stated junior Dylan
Jackson.
This year the team is relatively
young giving the older players
the opportunity to help the

younger ones to grow into better
players. There are a few setbacks,
because with this young of a team
it becomes difficult to have the
same amount of experience as
their opponents. However, Jackson
noted, "Each tournament we are
growing and getting better. There
is also a solid foundation for the
future which Coach Jason Owen
has worked hard to build."
The most beneficial aspect
of being on a team- even one
which records
personal scores
is
knowing
there is always
someone
the
athletes
can
compete with
and
learn
from. Knowing
someone
is
better than another team member
can push an athlete into frustration
or understanding. Jackson with
pride stated, "It's the best felling
knowing your skills and knowledge
of the game can make another
player that much better."

Unlike professional golf, the
team has five players in the lineup
to compete for a round or match.
Then the four best scores are
recorded. The team competes with
other schools in tournaments,
where the teams are scored on
overall performance. After there
is an individual championship to
see who will win with the lowest
individual score.
The Bayonet and Black Horse
golf courses are considered the
"Best 36 holes
on
Monterey
Bay" according
to the Bayonet
and
Black
Horse
home
page. CSUMB
has a great
opportunity to
practice
and
have tournaments at this facility.
Golf workouts are slightly
different
than
other
sport's
workouts. Getting up at 5 a.m.
is not a strange concept to the
players. The team works out early
in the morning when they are not

There is a solid
foundation. Each
tournament we are
growing and getting
better

MEN’S GOLF TEAM 2012-2013
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traveling. Their training consists
of medicine ball and mobility
exercises. Jackson added, "When
we are traveling we workout
before the round to mentally and
physically prepare to compete."
Being mentally prepared is equally
important as physical preparation.
Unfortunately the team will not
host another home match this

season, but their next tournament
will be held in Turlock, CA for
the Hanny Stanislaus Invitational
through April 15 and April 16. Their
last tournament is in Paso Robles
for the California Collegiate Athletic
Association Championship.
You can follow the Otter Golf
Team on facebook and through the
CSUMB website.

Otter Women's Golf
Otter Women's Golf Head Coach Alexis Edwards Discusses College Athletics
Jackie Garcia, Staff Reporter
JGARCIA@CSUMB.EDU

1. What should the top
priorities of a college athlete be?
The top priorities of a student
athlete should be just that:
studies and athletics. Of course
family and friends are important,
but all student-athletes make
a commitment to the school
and their team. Being a great
student-athlete is all about time
management and knowing how to
balance school and sports.

CSUMB Golf?
The mission of CSUMB Golf is to
be competitive and eventually earn
a national championship.

4. What are your program,
practice,
and
special
teams
(strong
opponents)
philosophies?
It is important to our program
that every strives to do their best
and want to continually improve
on and off the course. Everything
you do, you should do to the best
of your ability.
5. How do you communicate
with your athletes?
Depending on the information
needed to be given to the student
athletes is how I decide how to
communicate to them: in-person,
e-mail, phone call, text.

2. What are some team
building activities that you do?
At the beginning of the season,
the team went on a hike to get
to know each other. Also, we
workout as a team a couple times
a week, which gives the team an
opportunity to work with each
other. Many of the players also do
dinner/movie nights once a week
which brings them closer together.

6. How are captains chosen?
In my opinion captains are not
chosen, they rise to the occasion,
through their actions and attitude.

3. What is the purpose of

7. How do you handle parents?

The parents/guardians for our
student-athletes have been great
all year. The players understand
that they are adults and are able to
come to the coaches if they have
any questions or concerns.

10. How do you motivate your
athletes?
There are multiple forms of
motivation and it depends on the
player and what season we are in.
It is important to keep everyone on
their toes.
11. How do you evaluate
players?
Players are evaluated on many
different levels.
Scores, skills,
grades, and attitude and all taken
into consideration.
In short,
everything that every player does
everyday is a reflection of them.
12. How would you describe a
typical week of practice during
the season?
A typical week of practice
consists of 2 workouts (mainly
cardio and abdominal work), 3

rounds, and range/short game
practice time. We practice 20 hours
a week.
14. How do you handle
practice when before facing a
strong opponent?
All of our competitions are
tournaments and they are all
weighted the same, which goes
into our ranking. It is important that
we never think that a competition
is going to be an "easy win" and we
go out and shoot the lowest we can
every day.
16. What can the CSUMB
community expect to see from
your team for the rest of the
season?
The community can expect the
team to keep striving to improve
and the ability for every player to
make a positive contribution to the
overall program.

17. What would
say to your players
accomplishments?
comments for your

you like to
about their
Any other
players and

supporters?
I am thankful for the players on
our team and I really enjoy being
their coach. All I can ask for is each
player to put in their full effort and
be self-motivated. I am also very
grateful for all of our players and
supporters: please keep up the
positive thoughts.
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Making a Better Way to Stay
How CSUMB Can Better Retain African American Students

Cierra Bailey, Staff Reporter
CIBAIlEYcn-CSUM8.EDU

African Americans make up a
mere six percent of the student
population at Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB). This percentage has
actually increased since I arrived
to the campus in fall of 2009; there
was approximately four percent at
that time. More Black students are
coming to CSUMB, but many are
not satisfied with their experience
and end up withdrawing or
transferring from the university or
attempting to at some point.

Recruitment of Black students
is strong at CSUMB. Admissions
and Black Students United (BSU)
have collaborated on campaigns
to encourage applicants of color
to stay on top of their "to-do list"
to obtain admission to CSUMB.
Recruiters attend Black college
expos in northern and southern
California presenting the campus
in an appealing light, which is how
I discovered CSUMB even existed.
Super
Sunday
is
another
recruitment method in which the
university president, provost, and
other representatives attend local
African American churches and
speak about the importance of
attending college. They stress "the
importance of getting a college
degree for today's competitive job
market, when to start planning
for college, programs offered at
CSUMB, financial aid and parent
involvement," according to a press
release from csumb.edu. Super
Sunday is not specific to CSUMB,
but an outreach method used by
many universities since 2005.
The intention of Super Sunday
seems like a good idea; however,

it is only done during February
which, of course, is Black History
Month. Black people always receive
the most attention during the
month that is dedicated to us but
the effort comes to a halt once
those 28 days are over. We are Black
all year round and there are other
important places to reach out in
our communities besides churches.
CSUMB does some recruitment
for Black students beyond February,
which is a step in the right direction,
but it seems once we arrive to
the campus we are on our own to
develop a community for ourselves.
"The campus sort of depends
on the Black student groups to
take care of their own once our
students arrive to the university.
The Black student groups are also
looked to for taking leadership for
events or during certain times of
the year instead of being asked
to join in a collaborative effort
[with the university] to support
the multiculturalism of the group,"
according to the BSU executive
board.
Members of BSU, including
myself, attended African American

Student Focus Groups and panels in
the spring of 2012 to give feedback
on what CSUMB can do to make our
experiences better. Very little of the
suggestions from the focus groups
have been implemented, but there
were some small improvements.
For
example,
An
African
American Resource Guide was
created by BSU with the help of
staff and community members.
This guide gives access to resources
in the community such as Black
owned businesses, Black hair care,
local churches, and other places
that are essential for acclimating to
this area.
There are a few events geared
toward Black students during
"Otter Days." A welcome reception
is held that allows for networking
and open dialogue between
new students, their parents, and
current students. There is another
reception just for the incoming
and returning students to provide
an introduction to the African
American campus community
including Black staff and faculty,
campus resources, and culturally
based clubs.

The receptions are positive
efforts to make Black students feel
welcome and familiarize them with
the school, but all of these events
occur at the beginning of the first
semester. There is no follow-up as
the year progresses or consistent
concern for how the students are
doing. A continuation of these
kinds of events would be valuable
in retaining Black students because
the university would discover
ahead of time the issues students
are facing here as opposed to
finding out when they are already
gone.
I am not implying that Black
students need their hands to be
held through college or that we are
incapable of navigating through
life
independently.
However,
when you are a part of a minority
group that is underrepresented
and marginalized in many aspects
of American society and you are
working hard to overcome social
inequity, it is important to feel like
your university genuinely cares
about your success. Recruitment is
great, but retention is better.

Language Requirement a Cultural Privilege
Exploring the Benefits of the Language Proficiency Requirement

Nursal Matsu, Staff Reporter
NMATSUiaCSUMB.EDU

The first Holy Roman Emperor
Charlemagne once said, "To have
another language is to posses
a second soul." Coming across
this quote encouraged me to
learn more about how Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students
feel about the language proficiency
requirements.
As I went back thinking about
the first time I heard about the
language proficiency requirements
of our school, voices of more than a

few CSUMB students, including my
own, echoed in my ears.
Like many of my classmates, I
was first informed of the language
proficiency requirements at my
Pro Seminar class. I remember
fear, anxiety, and concern were
feelings myself and other students
shared. The lack of excitement
about learning a new language led
me to question whether learning
a foreign language should be
obligatory. Knowing I could assess
out of my native tongue, which
is Turkish, postponed my anxiety
over learning a new language for
the time being. My fear was set
aside for the moment, but some of
my classmates'worries remained.
"Learning a new language
is great. It's very beneficial for
students. It helps you to expand
your view of the world. But I believe
that learning a new language is a
personal interest; takes time and
courage. Andrew Ellisalde, Japanese
major, sophomore, expressed, "One
will only learn if they want to learn
it. If it is obligatory for college
credit, students won't get much

from it." Ellisalde added, "Most of
the time, students who are enrolled
in a foreign language class because
it is a requirement, do not learn
much from it."
Another CSUMB student who
chose to be anonymous said,
"Students are not happy about
our school's language proficiency
requirements.
My
roommates
brag about it, lots of students brag
about it."
My confusion grew as I thought
over our lack in apprehending the
purpose of our school's language
proficiency requirements. Was it
possible our neglect in wanting
to learn a new language came
from the unintentional superior
ideology, which promotes the
American way of living as the only
way, and English as the superior
language? According to CIA World
Fact Book, only 5.6 percent of the
world's total population speaks
English as a primary language.
That number doubles when people
who speak English as a second or
third language are counted. By
conservative estimates, that means

over four fifths of the world's
population does not speak English.
Another issue that came to mind
was the debate over bilingual
education and language barriers
being used as a tool to discriminate
certain immigrant groups. How
could some of us be so skeptical
of those who can't speak
English, possibly due to lack of
opportunities, but hesitate to take
advantage of the opportunities
being offered to us?
I know the CSUMB language
proficiency requirements feels like
a drudge taking into consideration
all the other responsibilities
college students have in order to
remain at the University. Making a
foreign language course obligatory
might not be the best strategy
to encourage students to learn a
new language, but it only makes
sense for CSUMB to have these
requirements, as it might be some
students' only opportunity to
expand their visions of the world.
Understanding
a
foreign
language
isn't
only
about
communicating with someone we

are not familiar with; it is about
expanding our view of the world.
Learning a foreign language fosters
our understandings of human
nature.
Our
school's
substantive
commitment
to
multilingual,
multicultural, gender equitable
learning is what makes our
school unique and the language
proficiency requirements a must.
Ali Ersin, multilingual and MA
student of International Relations
at Naval Postgraduate School
stated, "A French song that I've
always liked stops being just a
rhythm, after understanding its
meaning. A poem in Spanish
becomes so much more than just a
poem, when I understand it."
Our century requires us to be
flexible in difficult situations and
adaptable in new environments.
Learning a foreign language is the
best way to see the world through
multiple perspectives. So, let's
switch the word, "obligation" for
"desire"; go out there and expand
our visions. The best place to start
is to visit the World Languages and
Cultures Center located on campus.
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Diary of a Mad Commuting Woman
Why Moving Home was the Only Affordable Option

Jackie Garcia, Staff Reporter
JGARClA@CSUMB.EDU

The average time I spend driving
the 232-mile round trip to and from
school is 12 hours each week if I
am lucky. I wake up at 4 a.m. every
Monday and Wednesday to make it
to school by 10 a.m., because traffic
is unpredictable. I make myself a
quick breakfast, pack snacks, lunch
and dinner because I know I will
not be home until about 9 p.m.
With whatever time I have left, I
half-ass my physical appearance
for school.
"Leave no later than five. Or you'll
be f—ed!" Yes, I actually do give
myself this pep talk in the mornings.

I mean, who wouldn't have gone
crazy after spending semester
after semester alone, sharing the
road with other motorists whom I
question whether they should be
allowed to drive at all.
"You're crazy," is the reaction I
get the most when people learn
about my situation. However, my
choices were limited when I began
commuting to Monterey last
semester. Last year on labor day, a
friend flew in to San Francisco from
Los Angeles fora planned weekend.
I had driven straight to the airport
from school that day, and both my
friend and I were starving. A few
blocks away from a nearby Mel's
Diner, I had just approached a red
light when an idiot (I am being nice
here), made an illegal U-turn in his
stupid little Prius (I am just mad
here) and crashed right into the
driver's side of my car.
Although the impact did not
seem all that bad on my car (gotta
love German cars), I tried to get the
other driver's information which
proved difficult, as he offered me
only his phone number and no
other information. I called to make
file a report with the police, then
my phone died.

Since no cops had showed
up for half hour, the other driver
and I agreed to keep in contact
and I assured him my insurance
company would be contacting
him soon. He got in his car and
took off rather quickly, throwing
beer cans out of his window. Long
story short, I called my insurance
company, gave my statement, had
my car towed home because he
bent my suspension pretty bad,
and just played the waiting game.
It took six weeks for his insurance
company to finally contact me.
At this point, I had already hired
attorneys to handle the case
because I grew so tired of trying to
get in contact with the driver and
his insurance company.
During the midst of meeting
with attorneys, ongoing physical
therapy, and dealing with other
personal issues, my roommate told
me he was moving out and starting
a new job in Alameda. My only
thought was "What the hell?" I was
already going broke paying the
lawyers and doctors and until we
settled, there was no way I could
afford the rent by myself.
It was pretty much impossible
to find a new roommate in such

little time. I was sharing a car with
my mom for a few months while
mine was in limbo, so I began
thinking that moving back home
was my only option considering my
financial situation. Before making
such a drastic decision, I looked for
places within my budget, but then I
had to also factor in the cost of gas
since I still had about four weeks
left of physical therapy back home.
Since the accident, I was paying
on average $550 monthly on
gas going back and forth to my
appointments and to school. I
still had four more weeks of all
this. School would be out for the
semester by then. To add another
$600 to $1000 on top of that
was the definition of crazy, not
to mention unmanageable since
I didn't have that much money
anymore. At this point, it made
financial sense to move back home.
So I did.
Before this spring semester
began, I figured getting all of my
classes on the same days, staying
home and commuting would be a
lot cheaper and not so bad. Wrong.
Yes, I'm spending less on gas than
I would on rent, but the physical
and mental toll it has taken on me

¡soften unbearable.
As of now, I'm spending around
$400 a month on gas commuting
to
school
from
Richmond.
However, the amount of back pain
has significantly increased to the
point where there are some days
I literally cannot get out of bed
because the spasms are out of
control. I am spending more time
seeing a chiropractor than my
peers at school.
I have also started noticing a
decline in my overall health, with
my immune system weakening, I
get sick much more often, causing
me to lose all energy, physical
and mental. This makes it hard to
keep up with school and activities
outside of school. For not wanting
to spend the extra $200 or so on
rent each month, I am paying the
price by losing focus, performance
and motivation in school, causing
my grades to slip, and praying to
pass my last semester with the
minimum passing grades. It has
been a sad and painful reality for
me, but you live and learn. All I can
do is push myself for the remainder
of the semester, hope for the best,
and keep my eyes on the road.

OR Reporter Does Mud Run
KHATFIELD@CSUMB.EDU

1 Staying Fit and Having Fun at the Same Time

"Get down and give me 15! Keep
your butt down! Don't stop
running! Are you giving up?" As if
running uphill in sand and getting
drenched in mud was not enough,
Drill Sergeants shouted words of
motivation throughout the 5.6
mile run through Fort Ord. Some
were encouraging and others were
demanding, but it aligned well with
the rest of the Big Sur Mud Run.
Warm-ups before the race

allowed you to see costumes and
outfits ranging from your typical
athletic wear to people in tutus
and bunny ears, capes, men in
sports bras, crazy hats and more.
Participants were very creative.
The race started off with a 1.5mile stretch before the first mud
pit, and then there was some sort
of obstacle or activity you had
to complete about every three
quarter mile mark.
The race consisted of pushups,
burpies, five-foot walls, mud
pits and running through sand.
People piled into the mud pits
and came out completely colored
brown. Running through the sand
afterward was even harder being
soaked. Clothes and shoes were
heavy and there wasn't a clean spot
to be found on our bodies.
My hands swelled up to the point
where I could not even make a fist
from the heat and dehydration.
It was so much fun! Laughter and
heavy breathing could be heard
every step of the way.
Teams helped each other along

with encouraging words and
waiting for the stragglers. Everyone
on the team had to cross the line
together so it was a good way to
stay motivated and encourage
team support.
Our team, the "Hilltop Hustlers,"
came in twenty-third place out
of 93 teams. We were made up
of friends, family and coworkers.
There were 13 of us altogether
and it made the run more fun and
competitive."! don't care where we
place, as long as we beat our other
team!" exclaimed Brett, our fastest
teammate. "I will trip them if they
are catching up!"
Competitiveness was definitely
in our nature, but overall it was
a very motivating event. Several
participants talked about how they
did the run as a fun way to get in
shape or stay in shape. Being fit is
extremely important to me, but I
hate running. This was a great way
to get past the fact that I hated to
run because there were obstacles
throughout the race.
However, Nichole, Ro, Candis,

Rachel and Steve, all teammates
and
competition
complained
that there were not enough
obstacles. "I expected a mud pit
every couple hundred yards and
that the obstacles would be the
majority of the run." In fact, quite
the opposite was true. There was
so much running, and it was uphill
and sandy.
It was much more strenuous
than I expected, but even better
for my health with the entire run.
After the race, we were lead into a
tent with bagels and bananas and
offered the opportunity to take a
shower under cold water from the
firetruck.
Hours later all the running set in
and my legs were so heavy and stiff,
but it was such a good sore. I knew
my body worked hard for that.
My dad claimed that he could not
walk the day after, but that he felt
"pretty good being a 52-year-old
man running that race!" I was very
impressed with him.
If you missed this one and would
like to do a mud run or similar

event, there are several coming
up in the near future and around
the area. The next mud run is in
Hollister on May 4 called the Ranch
Romp. It's a 5k similar to the Big
Sur Mud Run, but consists of 13
obstacles from walls and mud pits
to tight roping and "the gauntlet,"
with mystery obstacles as well.
The Color Run will be in San
Jose on May 18 and is said to
be the most colorful 5k. You are
doused with color packs every 10
kilometers and then there is a color
festival after the finish line where
you get to party and see beautiful
color combinations.
On April 20 in Sacramento and
April 27 in San Francisco, there is
the electric run which is at night
and glow in the dark! They put on
lights synchronized to the beats
of electric music. You can run each
event as an individual or as a team
and most are not timed or the time
doesn't matter. These races are a
great way to stay fit and have a ton
of fun at the same time.
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The Otter Realm is a bi-monthly student publication produced by the Otter
Realm club and HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or
college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students
who wish to develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression
of campus issues and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine
what to print on these pages. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit
for libel, space or clarity.

Are We Concerned?
Sexual Assault Awareness Month

Bringing to Light a Problem that
Happens Year-Round
Rachel St. James, Staff Reporter
RSTJAMES@CSUMB.EDU

Students are not taking this yearround problem lightly. April is
National Sexual Assault Awareness
Month and Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) clubs and students
are holding new events, rallies,
and talks surrounding this month's
theme.
The month of April has been
designated
Sexual
Assault
Awareness
Month (SAAM)
in the United
States.
The
goal is to bring
awareness
about
sexual
violence and to educate the public
on prevention measures. Recently
the school held its annual Slut
Walk, which is one in a series of
programs and events that have
been organized at CSUMB to
commemorate SAAM and raise
student awareness of the issue
and educate the public about the
severity of sexual assault.
Sexual assault is a common
occurrence on college campuses.
College aged woman are four times
more likely to be victims of sexual
assault. The National Institute
of Justice found that about 1 in
4 women and 6 percent of men
are victims of
sexual assault
while in college.
According
to data found
by the Jeanne
Clery Disclosure
or Campus Crime Statistics Act,
college campuses reported nearly
3,300 forcible sex offenses. The
justice department estimated that
fewer than five percent of all rapes

and/or sexual assault of college
women were reported to law
enforcement. This number being
far below the average number
reported by the general public,
where there are about 40 percent
of all sexual assaults are reported.
On a more positive note, the rate
of sexual assault has decreased by
60 percent in the last few years. If
the rate had
held in 1993
there
would
have been an
estimated
6.8
million victims
of
sexual
assault in the last 13 years. Yet,
due to the decline the number of
sexual assaultl victims was about
4.2 million. The Rape, Abuse, and
Incest National Network (RAINN)
says though many people and
organizations are grateful for the
decrease in the attacks there are
still millions of victims that fall prey
to this terrible crime.
At CSUMB, Health & Wellness
Services, as well as University's
Police Department, offer a wide
range
of information
about
preventative measures. Also, the
Health and Wellness Center took
the lead in convening a committee
of
student
clubs
and
organizations
and campus
departments
to
organize
activities
throughout the month of April last
year. Some events are sponsored by
student groups, others by Health
and Wellness Services.

Sexual assault is a
common occurence
on college campuses

One in four college
women are victims of
sexual assault
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Chopped
like a Weed
JulybehtB. Ornelas
Cold dark morning, a humongous van stops
I am going to the unknown,
Young and naive,
¡Por que el hambre es canija!
Struggling to live, my small hands will guide the big hoe
To do the stolen jobs that some politicians say no one wants
As the hot bright sun rises
The 100 Fahrenheit degrees hit
My face the light displays
The longest walk,
My face invisible to others who don't work in the fields,
For me, my face means harvest
Food for others,
But I remained desperate with hunger.

COMIC PROVIDED BY
QUINTON MCKEE

The Otter Realm

NeedsYOU!

The Otter Realm is looking for a new Editor-in-Chief, Production Manager,
and Advertising & Marketing Manager for the 2013/2014 school year!

See OTTERJOBS for more information!

SUBMISSIONS

Ever wanted to have something published in a
newspaper?

Now is your chance!
The Otter Realm is now looking for creative works of poetry, short stories, letters
to the editor, and reviews. Send your submissions to submissions@otterrealm.net.
Our print limit is 500 words, but we will publish the rest at www.otterrealm.net

My delicate body upright for hours
Mi cuerpo erguido y mis brazos extendidos
A mi derecha para arrancar de un tiron
With a crunchy sound
The extra weeds and baby lettuces surrounding
The best one, the one going to your salad.

I force the hoe to precisely chop
The extra weeds and small lettuces,
But I can't guide my hoe
en el ritual
del deshije.
From a pale light green to a deep burgundy color
A long row of icebergs to romaine lettuces,
I chop huge gaps
Between the row,
I am left behind by the crowd of experts
In the art del deshije.

Suddenly, my hoe is abruptly stopped.
The foreman's words scorn my efforts.
He doesn't care about my back, neck, shoulders,
And especially, my small hands aching in agony.
I am ruining the harvest.
Yes I am chopped like a weed, hopeless
In the face of my youth, inexperience and hunger
No tears, no hope, just a long walk
Because I don't have a ride
From that field home.
We aliens do not drive
Luckily a ride appears to take me home
But I'm still hungry and chopped.
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What is your #FirstWorldProblem?
Having the luxury
to go somewhere,
but not the
transportation.
Mathayo Huma
Freshman, Biology

My microwave is
broken.
Danny Thomas
Freshman, Business

I don't have a Mac.
Sugeyth Ronquillo
Senior, KIN

Not having time to
blow-dry my hair in
the morning.
Samantha Calhoun
Freshman, Biology

My new HDTV
doesn't fit in the
entertainment center.
Christian Brioso
Sophomore, Biology

Can never decide
between a bagel and
a croissant.
Destiny Wright
Freshman, HCOM

Phone charge doesn't
last long enough.
Josh Lamascus
Sophomore, Business

I want to do a food
drive to help the
homeless, but Sodexo
won't let me.
Emilie Fiala
Sophomore, Biology

One of my BMW rims
does not match the
rest of the car's rims.
Zach Bartley
Senior, HCOM

